Blair Singer Launches Revolutionary Virtual Training Academy
Professional business growth and personal development authority Blair Singer announces
launch of revolutionary, new multimillion dollar Virtual Training Academy. More information
about this exciting technology - designed to give entrepreneurs, business owners, managers and
teams the tools to achieve their business and personal goals by overcoming self-sabotaging
behaviors through interactive training - can be found at the Blair Singer Virtual Training
Academy website: www.bsvta.com
Phoenix, AZ (PRWEB) August 01, 2013 -- Professional business growth and personal development authority
Blair Singer announces launch of revolutionary, new multimillion dollar Virtual Training Academy. This
exciting technology is designed to give entrepreneurs, business owners, managers and teams the tools to
achieve their business and personal goals by overcoming self-sabotaging behaviors through interactive training.
More information can be found at the Blair Singer Virtual Training Academy website: www.bsvta.com.
The Blair Singer Virtual Training Academy is at the forefront of virtual learning. Often the biggest learning or
training barriers to overcome are lack of time, money, or ability to attend trainings and programs. One of the
key benefits of the Virtual Training Academy is that it provides a very financially-friendly way for clients to
learn wherever and whenever they want - 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.
"People forget approximately 85% of what they learn without actively reviewing and/or using the new
information," says Singer.
The ability to review content often is key to retaining and reinforcing information for greater overall learning.
This virtual training can take place in the workplace, in the privacy of a home, or on the go in any location.
Clients can easily fit their learning around their busy schedules for maximum convenience and efficiency.
Unlike most other online training programs, the Blair Singer Virtual Training Academy does far more than just
show videos. It allows clients to interact with the software during the training so they can test themselves on
their understanding of the materials and review the lessons whenever they want. The platform features tracking
tools that allow users and managers to assess progress and hold individuals and teams accountable to learning
and advancing through the programs. Students are taught at their own pace and monitored so whether it's just
one person or a team of a thousand, their level of comprehension and achievement becomes transparent to
managers and mentors, thus making the necessary steps for progression clear.
This kind of virtual training is ideal for any corporate training program, sales leadership program, or
management training program. The flexibility of the online Virtual Training Academy means it works for
anyone from small independent entrepreneurs to larger corporations, or anyone hungry for greater success.
The initial course to be launched on Blair Singer's Virtual Training Academy is Blair’s 'Little Voice Mastery'
program. This includes over 3 hours of interactive video, exercises and learning, strategically packaged into
four to six minute chapters making it ideal for consumption, understanding and retention. The Little Voice
content provides the first step in the site’s overall goal to be the leading personal and professional development
resource.
Visit the Blair Singer Virtual Training Academy website for more information.
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About Blair Singer
Blair Singer is a sought-after public speaker and high-energy facilitator of personal and organizational change.
He is a Rich Dad Advisor to Robert Kiyosaki and author of three best-selling books.
Since 1987, he has led thousands of business owners, individuals, and Fortune 500 company leaders to
maximize their potential and grow their bottom lines.
For more information on Blair Singer or "Little Voice Mastery," visit www.blairsinger.com or call
602.224.7791.
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Contact Information
Karen Mileski
Blair Singer Companies
http://www.blairsinger.com
+1 (602) 224-7791
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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